
Semi-structured interview 
 
This survey/interview is a part of a research project titled “Complex research of augmented 
reality for the blind and weak-sighted people” (project No. 01.2.2-LMT-K-718-01-0060) 
funded by European Regional Development. The overall goal of the project is development of 
a functional computer vision-based travelling aid for the blind and weak-sighted people. This 
survey aims to identify and describe requirements and expectations visually impaired users 
have for such technological solutions. The survey is strictly anonymous. The project team is 
grateful for your time and effort dedicated for filling in this questionnaire/participating in this 
interview.  
 
Demographics 

1. Country of residence: 
2. You are currently residing in: 

a. A village (<5000 inhabitants) 
b. A town (<100 000 inhabitants) 
c. A city (>100 000 inhabitants) 

3. Your age: 
4. Current work status  

a. Full-time 
b. Part-time 
c. Unemployed  

5. Income levels per year 
a. <6000€ 
b. 6000-12000€ 
c. 12000-24000€ 
d. >24000€ 

6. Education 
a. Primary 
b. Secondary  
c. Tertiary (university/collage) 

7. Marital status 
a. Married 
b. Single 
c. Divorced/Widowed 

8. Professional work experience 
a. Very long [>30 years] 
b. Long [10-20 years] 
c. Average [5-10 years] 
d. Short [<5 years] 
e. None 

 
Sight-related questions 

9. Are you blind by birth? 
a. Yes 
b. No 

 



10. What is your visual impairment level 
c. Mild vision loss [20/30 to 20/60] 
d. Moderate low vision [20/70 to 20/160] 
e. Severe low vision [20/200 to 20/400] 
f. Profound low vision [20/500 to 20/1,000] 
g. Near total blindness [more than 20/1,000] 

11. How often do you walk alone in public places using the white cane? 
h. Several times a day 
i. Once a day 
j. Once few days/week 
k. Once a month 
l. Never 

12. How often do you encounter situations when you have to navigate an unknown 
route? 

m. Several times a day 
n. Once a day 
o. Once few days/week 
p. Once a month 
q. Never 

13. When navigating an unknown route/track, you mostly use: 
r. White cane 
s. Electronic travelling aids (smartphone apps, navigation devices, etc...) 
t. Ask people around you for help 

14. Are you satisfied with the existing technological tools for navigation 
indoors/outdoors?   

a. Very satisfied 
b. Satisfied 
c. I don’t know 
d. Unsatisfied 
e. Highly unsatisfied  

15. Are you satisfied with the existing technological tools for navigation indoors? 
a. Very satisfied 
b. Satisfied 
c. I don’t know 
d. Unsatisfied 
e. Highly unsatisfied 
 

Open-ended questions 
16. What smartphone apps, specifically designed for the blind, do you use and why? 
17. What electronic travel aids (smartphone apps, navigation devices,…) do you use for 

orientation/navigation outdoors? 
18. What electronic travel aids (smartphone apps, navigation devices,…) do you use for 

orientation/navigation indoors? 
19. Why did you choose these specific technology aids? 
20. Could you list up to five major limitations of the electronic travel aids you are 

currently using?  



21. If you would consider creating a novel technological aid for navigation outdoors, 
what functions would be the most important to you? 

22. If you would consider creating a novel technological aid for navigation indoors, what 
functions would be the most important to you? 

23. Are you using assistance of volunteers? 
24. In case you are using the assistance of volunteers, what kind of help do you usually 

need? 
25. Are volunteers able to give instructions in your mother tongue? 
26. What problems do you usually encounter when orientating/navigating in the 

surroundings? 
27. What orientation/navigation-related problems are the most difficult to solve in your 

day-to-day life?  
28. What smartphone apps, web portals and social networks do you know, and which of 

them do you use to communicate with sighted people? 
29. What smartphone apps, web portals and social networks, specifically designed for 

the blind, do you know? 
30. Are you familiar with social networking tools that support sharing of navigation 

information (directions) between the blind and/or sighted volunteers?  
31. Are you able to read Braille? 
32. Have you ever used other tactile interfaces designed for the blind, apart from the 

Braille cells? Could you tell about them? 
33. Would you be willing to pay for the functionality of an electronic travel aid listed 

below? How much? 
u. Recognition of banknotes 
v. Recognition of BAR codes and QR codes 
w. Face recognition 
x. Recognition of textual and numerical information 
y. Recognition of stairs, lifts/elevators, doors, passages and 

pavements/sidewalks 
z. Orientation indoors (awareness of the surroundings) 
aa. Navigation directions  
bb. Assistance to return to a specific location/place (for instance, return to the 

table you were sitting at the cafe after a visit to the toilet) 
cc. Identification of objects of interest in the surroundings 
dd. Indoor navigation (a process of following turn-by-turn direction to get the 

indoor destination) 
ee. Outdoor navigation (a process of following turn-by-turn direction to get the 

outdoor destination) 
ff. Recognition of transparent constructions (for instance, glass walls, glass 

doors, etc…) 
gg. Differentiation between living (e.g. humans, animals, etc) and nonliving 

objects 
hh. Direction and distance to the nearby objects 
ii. Direction and distance to the objects of interest 
jj. Orientation according to the cardinal directions (for instance, South, North, 

East, West) 
kk. Information whether the object stands still or is in motion 



ll. Assistance of remote volunteers to interpret for you complex surroundings in 
your mother tongue 

mm. Ability to record, store and reuse outdoor navigation information (e.g. 
directions to some places of interest in the towns, streets, etc.)  

nn. Ability to record, store and reuse indoor navigation information (e.g. 
directions to some places of interest in the offices, shopping malls, etc.)  

oo.  
pp. Ability to use navigation information (e.g. directions to some places of 

interest) recorded and stored by other blind users 
qq. Ability to share and exchange outdoor navigation information (directions) 

through a specifically designed social network  
rr. Ability to share and exchange indoor navigation information (directions) 

through a specifically designed social network  
 

 
Priority questions (please list the items in a decreasing order of your personal preference) 

34. Please list 5 biggest problems you experience when orientating/navigating 
outdoors?  

35. Please list 5 biggest problems you experience when orientating/navigating indoors? 
36. Please list 5 biggest problems you experience when communicating live with other 

people? 
37. Please list 5 biggest problems you experience when communicating electronically 

with other people? 
38. Electronic travelling aids are able to identify and recognize a set of surrounding 

objects. What objects would be of highest benefit/priority for you? Please list 10 of 
them.  

39. Could you think of potential use cases where tactile interfaces (apart from the Braille 
cells) in combination with audio feedback could be beneficial for the blind.  


